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The government of Joko Widodo - Jusuf Kalla at the beginning of this year is faced a fairly 
complicated issue related to the eradication of corruption. Corruption eradication’s program which 
is launched by the goverment, really tested well with many variety of incident that shocked the law 
enforcement against corruption. A brave way of Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK) establish 
Police Commissioner General Budi Gunawan as the suspects, get a praise from the public, but he gets 
a resistance from the police institution. This reaction is reasonable because the Commissioner 
General Budi Gunawan is a police officials who already have a KPK radar connection related to the 
fat bank accounts. 
The counterproductive reactions comes from the police who arrests two of KPK 
Commissioners, Bambang Widjojanto and Abraham Samad with the reasons both are involved in the 
criminal action that occurred before they were appointed as a commissioners. This surely caused a 
reaction from the public, especially from anti-corruption community. The Political Revenge and esprit 
de'corps is still used by the police to defend its officials. 
A disputes between the KPK and the National Police which usually called as Cicak vs Buaya 
(Gecko vs Crocodile) vol 2 which makes Joko Widodo as the President intervened to separate them. 
But it does not solve the problem completely, even hanging a problem with the reason that the 
President is not entitled to interfere in the judicial affairs. Is this way will be the hallmark of Joko 
Widodo’s leadership in the future. It seems the answer to this question is not far from our estimation. 
Police will continously fight against KPK if the institution still make the police officers as the 
operational targets. We need to wait patiently to know the answer of that question. 
Along with the demands to make a journals indexed in international indexing machine, 
therefore start from Vol. 15 No. 1, January 2015 and onwards, Jurnal Dinamika Hukum (JDH) will be 
published in English. This is done beside for the purposes of indexing, it is to make an article which 
can get in to the editorial desk could be more varieties, especially in terms of the origin of the author. 
The manager will do everything to have a review of the coming articles, both by national and 
international reviewer. We hope that this policy can make JDH to Go International, which at this 
moment it is already indexed in several engine indexer. Obviously this will be improved continuously 
in order to make JDH enter the more prestigious indexing machine. Thank you for your pray, hopefully 
these can be achieved. Amen. 
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